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DOCKETED *enoPOSED RULE USNRC

(45 FR 36082) $ M 27 seo , j
Secretary of the Commission h Officeof theSecretary

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 00CWng&Senice
Branch .SWashington, DC 20555 c, rndv
s \&Dear Sir:

SUBJECT: Comments on the Fire Protection Proposed Rule (45FR36082-5/29/80)

Yankee Atomic Electric Company appreciates the opportunity to comment on
the subject proposed rule. Yankee Atomic owns and operates a nuclear power
generating plant in Rowe, Massachusetts. The Nuclear Services Division also
provides engineering services for other nuclear power plants in the northeast
including Ve mont Yankee, Maine Yankee and Seabrook 1 and 2.

We have a number of major concerns dealing with the proposed rule,
including its applicability, its schedule, and its overall affect upon fire
protection at nuclear power plants. These follow in the body of this letter.
In addition, we have attached our detailed comments (Attachment A) on the
proposed rule.

We are very concerned about the paragraph in the supplementary information
section of the Federal Register which reads as follows:

"There are, however, a few instances where the staff has
accepted certain fire protection alternatives that would not
satisfy some of the requirements of this proposed rule. The
minimum requirements contained in this rule were developed
over a 3 year period and, in each of these instances, the
staff accepted a proposed alternative before these minimum
requirements were established. All licensees will be expected
to meet the requirements of this rule, in its effective form,
including whatever changes result from public comments."

We suggest that the paragraph discussed above be removed and that a
statement be included in the rule itself saying:

k"This rule does not, apply to any modifications accepted by the
staff and resolved in Safety Evaluations issued prior to the;

i offective date of this rule."

8007150143 Acknowledged by card. .h7 .N. Y.
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There are far more than a "few instances" where alternatives were agreed
to after a thorough examination of the entire fire protection program at
specific plants. These " fire protection alternatives" were reached after

,

considerable discussion with qualified competent fire protection engineers
serving as consultants to the NRC fire hazard review teams. These
Laprovements have raised the level of fire protection to a point where the
staff feels continued plant operation is safe, as is evidenced in existing
Fire Hazard Safety Evaluation Reports. To deny many acceptable alternatives
alrcady approved by the staff is counter-productive and unwarranted.

The schedule of implementation of the modifications required by the
proposed rule is unreasonable and it is highly unlikely that it can be met by
either Yankee Rowe, Vermont Yankee or Maine Yankee. A realistic appraisal of
the schedule for the rules' progress through the comment period will point out
the absurdity of the November 1,1980 date.

The schedule for implementation of an alternate or dedicated shutdown
system is equally unreasonable. In the cases of both Vermont Yankee and Maine
Yankee, both non-SEP plants, the question of the acceptability of a proposed
alternate shutdown method is currently being reviewed by the NRC staff. It is
unrealistic to require implementation by April 1, 1981 when we currently have
no idea whether our proposed alternative is acceptable.

In the case of Yankee Rowe the SEP shutdown criteria have not yet been
established. The proposed date for establishment of these criteria by the NRC
was August of 1980. The most obvious and effective method of meeting all
shutdown criteria is to tie together the requirements for fire protection and
SEP shutdowns in one system. In order to accomplish this, the proposed rule
should refer to the SEP schedule rather than establish unrelated specific
dates.

The separate comments of Commissioners Hendrie and Kennedy suggest an
awareness by some members of the Commission that the implementation schedules
proposed are unreasonable. We hope that the above discussion expands that
awareness to the rest of the Commission members.

The ACRS subcommittee, in its review of the proposed rule on December 5,
1979, had problems with the overspecification of details in the proposal. NRC
rules should specify criteria rather than detailed design and/or
implementation procedures. In this proposed rule not only are the criteria

set, forth, but in many cases the means of meeting those criteria are also
specified. We believe the regulations should define only the criteria or
objectives, with the licensee permitted some flexibility in developing its
programs to meet those objectives.

We hope that we have adequately presented to you our deep concerns
regarding the proposed rule's affect on operating nuclear power plants if it
is published in its current form. We believe that the benefits of such a rule
at this late date, when the operating plants have either agreed to make or
have actually made over 95% of their required changes, cannot possibly

.
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outweigh the cost of imposing this proposed rule. This arbitrary method of
imposing requirements, which denies all p'revious agreement, cannot fail to
affect future regulatory / plant cooperation. We trust that the commissioners
will see the wisdom of our arguments and those of the rest of the industry and
either withdraw the proposed rule or substantially modify it.

Very truly yours,

YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY

MWP-
L. H. Heider>

Vice President

Attachment

.
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Attachment A

PART 50 - DOMESTIC LICENSING OF

PRODUCTION AND UIILIZATION FACILITIES

1. A new section 50.48 is added to read as follows: 550.48 Fire

Protection.

(a) Each operating nuclear power facility shall have a fire

protection plan which meets the requirements of Criterion 3

of Appendix A to this part. This fire protection plan -should

eenstst-of-two-seeetensr--The-first-section should describe

the overall fire protection program for the facility, identify

the various positions within the licensee's organization that

are responsible for the program, state the authorities that

are delegated to each of these positions to implement those

responsibilities, and outline the plan for fire protection,

fire detection and suppression capability, and limitation of

fire damage. -The-seeend-seetten In addition it should describe

specific features necessary -te for implementation -the-first

sectieny such as: administrative controls and personnel

requirements for fire prevention and manual fire suppression

activities; automatic and manually operated fire detection and

suppression systems; and means to ensure capability to safely

shutdown the plant in spite of fire damage to -safety-related

er safe shutdown structures, systems or components.

(b) For nuclear power facilities that commenced operation prior

to January 1,1979, appropriate portions of Criterion 3 of

Appendix A to this part will be satisfied by meeting the

,

. , . .
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requirements contained in Appendix R to this part. 3*

(c) All fire protection modifications -ideneffied-by-the-staff as

necessary to satisfy criterion 3 of Appendix A to this part,

shall be completed on a schedule to be acceptable and approved

by the staff. -whether-centained-in-Appendix-R-te-this pare

er-in-ether-staff-fire preteetten-guidance-fexcept-for-atternate

er-dedicated-shutdown-espabthty)-shall tc eempleted-by-November

tv-k966-unlessy-fer good-eause-shewny-the-Gemmissien-approves

an-exeensienr--Per-atternare-or-dedicated-shutdown-espabuttyy

the-feHowing-impleme*xestierr-sch J ulu w nt-applyr

-ft) Plants-net-inetuded-in-the-Systematie-Evaluation-Program
1

I-fSEP-)t -hicensees-implemendng-atternare shutdewn

espabHity-shalt-ce=ptete-implemenestien-by-Aprit-ky-E26Fr-

hieensees-who-have preyteesty-eemmitted-to-earh er

impicacnestien-dates witt-be-expeceed-to-=cet-the-earner

dateer--hieensees-implementing-dedtested-shutdown-capabHity

shah-eemplete-implemenestien-by-Beeember-by-F96br-
|

l
i

1

3. -The-eembination-of-the guidance-eenestned-in-Appendix-A
to-Braneh-Technteak-Pesttion-9r5 1, "Outdehnes-for-Pire
Protection-fer-Nuetear-Pewer-Planes-Becketed-Prier-to-5uly-by

t976 "--as-tmptemented-by-the staff-in-its plant specifie-fire7
peeteetion program-reviews-of-operating-nuctear power plantsy
a nd-t he-requir emen e s-s et-fo r th-in-Appendtx- R- te- this-Part-defin e
the-minissm-necessary condteiens-fer-demonstration-of-comphance
wich-Generat-Besign-Grtterien-9-of- Appendtz- A-to-this-Pare-for
neetene power-faentefes-that-commenced-eperation prier-to
Jerurary-ir-k9797
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hieensees-shah submit--by-August-1, W60 plans-and7

schedutes-for-mee ting-these-impi rmentation-deadunear

-(-ti}Piants-ineinded-in-the-SEPv-hicensees-implementing

steeenste-sheedown-capab Hity-sha H-eempiete-implementation

by-Becember-17-W617-heensees-implementing-dedicated
|

sheedown-sheH eempiete-implementatien-by-eetebee-l -M Bar- |* T
\

bicensees-shah-submitrby-Novembee-17-MBO- piers-and

seheaeles-fe r-meeting-ehese-ly le sent atio n- desdiinear-

The-Gemmission may-revise-ths ~ fmplementatien-deadlines

te-eacher-dates-feHowing-eempietten-by-the-hde-s taff

ef-its-review-ef-the-status-ef-fire proteceden-at-SEP

piantsr--The-staff-review-is-expected tc, be-eempieted-in

Augusty-MBOr

Basis for Change

The time frame for completing all fire protection requirements is

contingent upon a complete understanding of the final requirements. The

presently proposed schedule requirements cannot be implemented. In its

previous reviews the licensees and the staf f had reached agreement on what

modifications would be required at specific plants and had also reached

agreement on the implementation schedule. As the proposed rule now reads

"all fire protection modifications identified by the staf f as necessary

to satisfy criterion 3 of Appendix A to this part, whether contained in

Appendix R to this part or in other staf f fire protection guidance (except

for alternate or dedicated shutdown capability) shall be completed by

November 1,1980 unless . . ." (emphasis added). This, in ef fect, is an open

-- _____- - _-______ - - . -__
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ended obligation to meet by November 1,1980, whatever the staf f identifies

is necessary at some undefined time in the future. This requirement is

arbitrary and capreious.

In addition to an inability to meet the arbitrary established

schedule, the proposed technical requirements represent an unprecedented
lrachet. The ongoing technical reviews in fire protection by the staff for

each plant over the past few years have resulted in major upgrades in fire

protection. Safety evaluations have documented the required changes and

Ithe utility industry has in good f aith made (or committed to make) plant
i

design or administrative changes on a mutually agreed upon schedule. We
'

believe that the agreed upon technical reviews and decisions arising from

those reviews should remain in force and not be unilaterally replaced by

a single detailed staf f preferred design or procedural method.

In summary, we believe the final implementation schedule should

be based upon the final rule requirements which in turn should not reopen

issues where the staff has reviewed and secepted alternative methods of

meeting a requirement. Further, the implementation schedule should be

established for each plant in recognition of the importance of the required
.

change as well as resource availability.

2. A new Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 is added to read as follows:

APPENDIX R - FIRE PROTECTION PROGRAM FOR NUCLEAR POWER

FACILITIES OPERATING PRIOR TO JANUARY 1,1979

!
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

This Appendix sets forth -the mintans acceptable fire protection

requirements needed for nuclear power facilities to satisfy Criterion 3

of Appendix A to this part.

This Appendix applies only to licensed commercial nuclear power

electric generating stations operating prior to January 1,1979; it does

not apply to production reactors, test reactors, research reactors, or other

licensed or unlicensed reactors used for other than electric power

production.

-This-Appendtz-dees-not-resetad-any-requirements-set-forth-in-any

Gefety-Evarisaties Repere-for-any-nuetear power-facilityr

This Appendix does not apply to any modifications accepted by the

staf f and resolved 'in safety evaluations issued prior to the ef fective date

of this rule.

Basis for Change

|In previous reviews of fire protection issues, alternative means
.

:

of meeting the objectives of currently draf ted regulatory requirements were
.

proposed by licensees and accepted by the NRC staff. These alternative

means were technically justifiable, and involved solutions unique to

individual plants. We believe those previously r wiewed and accepted methods

for meeting the current requirements should continue to b acceptable and

should be excluded from review in the currently proposed regulations.

|

.
1
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II. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

A. Fire Protection Program

A fire protection program shall be established at each plant. The

program shall establish the fire protection policy for the protection of

structures, systems, and components -imperenne-te-safety required for safe

shutdown at each plant and define the procedures, equipment, and personnel

required to implement the program at the plant site.

The fire protection program shall be under the direction of an

individual who has been delegated authority commensurate with the

responsibilities of the position. The designated individual shall be

knowledgeable in -both fire protection matters -and-nuetear-safetyr

The fire protection program shall extend the concept of defense

in depth to fire protection with the following objectives:

1. to prevent fires from starting;

2. to detect rapidly, control, and extinguish promptly those fires

that do occur; j
.

3. -to-arrange-the-structures--systems--and-components-tmpereant

te-safety-se-that to assure that a fire that starts in spite

of the fire prevention activities and that is not promptly

extinguished by the -fixed automatie-or-manual fire suppression

activities will not prevent the safe shutdown of the plant.

The fire protection program shall consist of an integrated ef fort

of procedures, equipment, and personnel necessary to carry out the three-

|

__ ___ _ _ _
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part defense-in-depth concept for each fire area containing combustibles

and containing or presenting a fire hazard to structures, sys tems, and

components -importane-to-safety required for safe shutdown. For each such

area, measures for (1) fire prevention; (2) fire detection, suppression

and containment; and (3) alternate shutdown capability shall be provided

as follows:

1. Fire Prevention

a. In situ fire hazards shall be minimized -by-design-and

plane-serangementy

b. Transient fire hazards associated with normal operation,

maintenance, repair, or modification activities shall be -

identified-and-minimizedr--These-transient-fire-harards
.

that-eannet-be-etiminated-shati-be controlled.

2. Fire Detection, Suppression, and Containment

a. Fire aetection -systems capability shall be -instattedr )
i

!provided.

.

b. Portable extinguishers and standpipe and hose stations
i

shall te installed. !

l
,

-Manually-actuated Fixed suppression systems shall bec.

installed where fire hazards of grouped electrical cables

and components are large as dete mined by the fire hazard

analysis and access for the fire brigade is restricted.
|

4
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d. A site fire brigade shall be established, trained, and

equipped.

An os:ie--suppressien-systems-shalt-be provided-te-eentret-ev

large-fire-hsrards-er-to protece-redundant-systems-er

componenes-important-to-safe-shutdownr

fre. Fire retardants, heat shields, or local fire barriers

shall be provided where physical separation between such

systems and fire hazards is not adequate to ensure that -

automatie-and-mantrat fire suppression can limit the fire

damage to one division of shutdown systems.

gvf. Fire barriers surrounding each fire area shall have a

3-hour fire rating unless the fire hazards analysis

demonstrates that a lesser rating exceeds the duration

of the in situ fire load by at least one-half hour.

-hrg Fire detection and suppression systems shall be properly )
i

designed, installed, maintained and tes ted -by personnel

preperty qualified-by-experience-and-training-in-fire

protection systemsr
1

I

trh. Surveillance procedures shall be established to ensure

that fire barriers and -automatie-and-manesh fir e

suppression systems and components are operable.

3. Alternate Shutdown Capability

Alternate shutdown capability shall be provided when safe shutdown

as defined in the current license cannot be ensured by barriers, -and

1

_
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detection -and or suppression systems, because of the exposure of redundant

safe shutdown equipment, cabling, or components in a single fire area to

an exposure fire, fire suppression activities, or rupture or inadvertent

operation of fire suppression systems.

B. Loss of Offsite Power

Fire -deteetter.-and suppression systems protecting systems necessary
1

l

to achieve and maintain safe plant shutdown shall be capable of functioning

with or without of f site power. )

C. Manual Fire Fighting

Manual fire fighting capability shall be provided in all arear

containing or presenting a fire hazard to structures, systems, or components -
'

impereant-to safety required for safe shutdown.

D. Access for Manual Fire Fighting

Access shall be provided to all areas containing or presenting a

fire hazard to structures, systems, or components -imperenne-to-safety

required for safe shutdown to permit ef fective functioning of the fire

brigade .

.

Er Fiee-Harard-Analysis

/

-The-adequacy-of-fire proeeetten-for-any paretectar plane-ares-shalt

be-determined-by-analysis-of-the-effeces-of pestulated-experare-fires
I
|

invetving-both-in-sita and-transient-combustibles-en-ene-ability-to-safety

s hutdown-the- r ene ee r-e r-t h e-ability-to-ministre-a nd- contrei-th e-r elea s e

of-radteaceivity-to-the-environmentr--Separation-ef-redundant-systems-and
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eenpenents-by-three-hour-rated-fire b rriers-or-at-tenst-se-feet-beeh

herissaest-ane-vereiest-of-elear-air-space-shalt-be-deemed-adeq wter--herser

eatinge er-distances-sheti-be-dustified-by-analysis-or-teser

Basis for Change

The proposed deletions in the Section II relate mainly to comments

in our letter: fire protection requirements should apply to the ability

to attain and maintain safe shutdown and not consider other events

simultaneous with fires, and the rule should recognize that the plant is

already built and in operation and major rearrangements are not viable.

Other changes are proposed to delete some of the language which is overly

specific or not justified. The instance of allowing only ins tallation,

maintenance, or testing by personnel qualified in fire protection is clearly

inappropriate. Pumps, motors, valves, and similar equipment need proper

upkeep just like similar safety related components; however, this can be

accomplished by properly trained craf tsmen who have not necessarily received

a fire protection " stamp of approval".

With regard to the requirement for the capability to operate fire

.

suppression systems with on-site power, we interpret this to indeed mean

capability and not to require automatic switchover to nuclear safety buses

nor use of nuclear safety grade wiring and switchgear. The requirement,

however, to require this capability for fire detection is not necessary.

While it is conceivable that a severe plant fire could cause loss of of f site

power (the detection phase would have been accomplished), the simultaneous

loss of power coincident with fire should not be a requirement.

Section E relating to fire hazards analysis has already been

.
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completed and submitted to the NRC by all licensees affected by this

regulation and as such is not necessary in this regulation. Further, the

specification for 50 feet of clear air space separation for systems and

components is unattainable, and is an arbitrary and capricious requirement.

There is no technical basis for this requirement of 50 feet of clear air

space and it has no place in the regulation.

III. SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

A. Fire Water Distribution System

-An-endergreend yard-fire A main loop shall distribute fire

protection water from the fire water supplies to the -setematie-and mannat

fire suppression systems. Two -fresh water supplies shall be provided to

furnish necessary water volume and pressure to the yard fire main loop.

Each supply shall -eenstst-ef-a-storage-tank pumpy pipingy-and sppropetste
|

1

isetaefon-and-cenerei-valvesr--These-suppties shalt be separated so that |

l

a failure of one supply will not result in a failure of the other supply.

-Two-separate redundant sueetens-from-a-isege-bedy-of-fresh-water

witt-satisfy-the-requirement-for-two-separated-water-storage-tanksr

Each supply of the fire water distribution system shall be capable

of providing for a period of two hours the maximum expected water demands

as determined by the fire hazards analysis. -for-safety-related-areas-or

other-areas-that present-a-fire exposure-harard-to-safety-retsted-areas

Minimum-fire-water-storage-shatt-be ensured-by-means-of-dedicated

tanks-er-by-means-of-a-vertiest-standptpe-for-ether-water-service-when

storage-tanks-are-used-for-combined-service-water /ftre-water esest
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Other Water systems used as a fire water supply shall be permanently

connected to the fire main system and shall be capable of automatic alignment

to the fire main system. -Pumpsy-controisy-and yewer ,ugglies-in-these

systems-shah-satisfy-the requirements-for-ehe-main-fire pumpsr--The use
|

of-ether-water systems-for-fire peetectien-shah-nee-be-ineempatible-with

their-funeetens-required for-safe plant-sheedewar--Failure-of-ehe-eeher

e~ stem-shsH-not-be-ineempatibie-with-their-f aneciens-required-for-saf e

pla nt-s he ed ewnr--Failure-of-t he-e eher- system- shah-no t-degra de-the-fire ;

l

main-systemr

1

1

Basis for Change

Requirements for the fire water distribution system should delineate

minimum requirements and not specify specific designs. As proposed, the

regulation would require underground fire main loops supplied by fresh water

supplies and would require delineated hardware to meet the requirement.

This is a classic over-specification to meet requirements for fire

protection. While it could be argued that reliable fire main loops are

needed there is no need that this can only be met by underground loops

supplied by fresh water sources. Fires can be extinguished with water which

is not pedigreed by quality.
.

Again a general requirement for diversity of water supply may be

appropriate; however, there is no contribution to safety by specifying each

required component such as "each supply shall consist of a storage tank,

pump, piping, ete". Further, it is our opinion that the requirement to

ensure a minimum water supply should be functional in nature rather than

requiring a specific design as described as " Minimum water storage shall

!
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be ensured by means of dedicated tanks or by ceans of vertical scandpipe

for other water service when storage tanks are used for combined service

water / fire water uses". In other essential safety issues (including

emergency core cooling) the requirements are not specified in such detail.

In summary, we are concerned that the NRC in this proposed regulation

would become preoccupied with mandating design details rather than reviewing

overall design objectives.

B. Sectional Control Valves

-Appeeved-vtseekiy-indheating-secesenal-contrei-valves-such-as-Pest

Endteatee-Valves Capability shall be provided to isolate portions of the

fire main for maintenance or repair without shutting of f the entire system.

,

,

Basis for Change

This subsection requires compliance with a specific NRC design rather

than an overall design objective. As the NRC is aware, from reviews of

many subsystems, there are a number of methods to assure that safety systems

(ECCS, shutdown systems, etc.) are available for operation. Any regulatory

requiremen: to require specific measures such as " approved visually

indicating sectional control valves" could become issues for litigation

which would in no way contribute to safety.
1
|

|

C. Hydrant Block Valves
,

1

-Bioek-valves-shati-be-installed Capability shall be provided -in

hydesne-laterais-if-neeessary to permit isolation of outside hydrants from

the yard fire main without interrupting,the fire water supply to any area

containing -er presenting-a-fire-harsed-to-safety-relates-er safe shutdown
,
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equipment. ,

i

Basis for Change

The general requirement to permit hydrant isolation is not argued.

As in previous sections, the requirement for a specific measure is not

justified. This subsection also has requirements related to " safety related

(quipment" which should in fact relate to safe shutdown requirements.

D. Manual Fire Suppression

Standpipe and hose systems shall be installed so that at least one

effective hose stream will be able to reach any location that contains or

could present an exposure fire hazard to the safe shutdown. -safety-related

equipment-Standpipe-and-hose-stations-shatt-be-inside-PWR-eentainmenes-and
'

targe-BWR-eeneatn=enes-ehat-are-nee-inereedr--Per-BWR-deywelis- standptpe

end-hese-stations-shalt-be placed-eeeside-the-drywelt-with-adequate-lengths

o f-here-to-r eseh-any-te catio n-inside-the-d ryw ett-wit h-a n-ef f ective-hese

streamr

Basis for Change

The purpose of this requirement is to require means for ef fective

fire fighting for fires that could ef fect safe shutdown. The specific need

and location of standpipe and hose stations are plant specific and should

be identified in the fire hazard analysis.

,

___ _ ___ ___
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E. Hydrostatic Hose Tes ts

.

Fire hose shall be hydrostatically tested at a pressure 50 psi above

maximum operating -service pressure. -Hese-stored-in-ouestde-hose-heeses

shah-be-tested-anneeHyr--Enterie r-standptpe-hose-shah-be-eested-every

three yearse

s

Basis for Change

Testing requirements for hoses or other operational equipment should

relate to the anticipated stress that such equipment may be exposed. In

our rewrite, we propose a test environment in excess of any operating demands

that may occur rather than requiring tes ts above service pressure which

may or may not relate to any expected environment.

.

F. Automatic Fire Detection

Automatic fire detection -system capability shall be installed in

all areas of the plant that contain combustibles and safe shutdown -er-safety

related systems or components.

Basis for Change

Requirements for automatic fire detection systems should relate

to safe shutdown needs only. Any requirement for " safety-related sys tems

or components" should not be included in regulatory requirements as related

to fire protection.

G. Protection of Safe Shutdown Capability

Protective features shall be provided for fire areas that contain

cables or equipment of redundant systems -imperesne required to achieve
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M r That-fire-re.r.edant-coatings-retsed-fire peepagatten-bet-do

nee prevene-orgente-eable-insuireien-and--jacket-materint.s-from

burningr

ter That-exygen-is-available-to-support-eembustient

tar The-failure-of-aaeematie-fire-suppressten-systemsr

14r That-the-response-of-the-fire-brigade-may-be-delayedr

15r That-room-ate-coolers-de-nee provide-adequate protection-for

shutdown-systems-by-removing-heat generated-by-a-firer

The-feHowing-minimum-fire preeeetive-features-shati-be providede

tv An-early-warning-fire-deteeeten-systemr

av Hamrat-fire-suppressio n-espabilityr

3r Pixed-fire-suppressten-systems-and-atternate-shutdown espability

as shown-en-Table-tv

Basis for Change
|
|

|

The requirement for che protection of safe shutdown capability is |
1

unassailable. This is, indeed, the purpose of the entire section II.E.

which requires the fire hazards analysis to describe the adequacy of the

fire protection systems. The feature to be considered in the designed

protection measures as enumerated in the fif teen enumerated statements for

" consideration" have in fact already been incorporated in the fire hazards
1

analysis reports already submitted by licensees. |
|
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We believe that regulations should contain only regularary

requirements with amplifying suggestions contained in regulatory guides,

review guidelines, branch technical positions, NUREG's, or other NRC accepted

Publication forums. The inclusion of suggested items for consideration,

in any regulation, we submit is totally inappropriate and should be deleted.

The minimum fire protective features relating to fire detection,

suppression, and alternate shutdown are included elsewhere and, as such

is redundant, not appropriate for inclusion in Section G. Further, the

inclusion of Table 1, " Fire Protection Features for Safe Shutdown

Capabilities", is without merit. Inclusion of decision criteria with

subjective terms as " good" or " poor" as detarminates for inclusion (or

exclusion) of multi-million dollar investments by a utility owner for

addition of fire protection hardware is capricious. This particularly true

when the regulation specifies by footnote that:

"A fire hazards analysis acceptable to the staff

shall be used to determine whether the plant can

be .hutdown from the Control Room and whether access

for manual firefighting is good".

Hence, this language gives the NRC staf f unilateral authority to define

" good" or " poor," which represents the decision criteria. In addition to

the proposed regulation conferring unilateral freedom for the staf f to

determine whether the plant can be shutdown from the control room and whether

access for manual fire' fighting is " good," it also poses implementation

schedule problems.- The licensee is expected to complete all modifications

on predetermined schedules; however, there is no indication of when the

staff will make its determinations.
|

!
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In summary, the proposed subsection does not establish any specific

firs protection requirements, rather, it of fers suggestions on the contents

of a fire hazards analysis (which licensees have previously submitted) and

provides subjective decision criteria which will be used by the staf f.

H. Fire Brigade

A site fire brigade trained and equipped for firefighting shall

be established. -to-eesure-adequate-manuai-firefighting-eapabuity-for

a H-aress-of-the plant-containing-structuresr-systemsy-er-components

impereant-t;e-safetyv The -minimum nominal size of the fire brigade shall

be -se-lease five members on each shif t unless a lesser number is justified. -

The-brigade-leeder-and se-teast-two-brigade-members-shatt-be-operattens

persennet-or-han eqmivalene-knowledge-of piant-safety-systemsr--The-fire

brigade-members quaHfteatien-shah-include-an-anmat phystest-examination

for performing-stremees-firefighting-activityv--The-shift-superviser-shatt

nee-be-a-memb er-of-the-fire-brigader--f he-brigade-lender-shah-be-eempetene

to-assess-the pateneist-safety-consequences-of-a-fire and-advise-eeneret

reem personnett--Sach-eempetenee-by-the-brigede-teader-may-be-evidenced

by-passession-of-an-eperater s-lieease-or-equivalene-knewiedge-ef pianeJ

safety-systemsr--Equipment provided-for-the-brigade-will eersist-of-st-tenst

the-feHewingr

Er Personnel preeeeeive-equipment-such-as-eurneue-eeatsr-bootsy

S evesr-hard-hatr-and pressure-demand-futt-vision-self-containedt

beenthing-apparatus-with-a-minimum-ene-half-heer-rated-espacity

a nd-spproved-by-Na tio nal-ins titu ee-o f-secepa tio nah- S af ety- and

Heaten-fNEOSH}-for-firefighting purposest

__
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Er Mantral-suppression-equipment-sneh as portable-extinguishers

and-staelyipc and-hese-with-neerles-seitable-fer-the-tecatient

3r Other-systems-and-equip w n; necessary-for-effietent attitration

of-the-brigade--seeh-as-emergency-lighting-in-access-reates

to-areas-eenestning-safety-related-systems-er-components--and

emergency-eemmenteation-espabittty-thremgheet-the plant-that

is-independent-of-the-normal-communteation-systemsc-Emergency

eemmenfeatten-equipment-shati-nee-interfere-with-ceher plant

equipment-or-eentreise ;

1

Basis for Change

The requirement for fire brigades was established in previous
'

regulatory issuances as requiring sufficient manpower to cope with plant

fires for the initial 30 minute period. It was recognized that nominal

|

force size requirements could be altered by plant unique features. The

NRC guidance stated:

"The Staf f has concluded that the minimum size of

the fire brigade shif t should be five persons unless

a specific site evaluation has been completed and

some other number justified."

I

'"Se currently proposed regulation significantly departs from this guidance

and sets forth a specific minimum requirement for size as well as defining

which of the plant staff are to be members on the fire brigade. This issue

was thoroughly ventilated with the staf f over a year ago and we do not
|

believe the proposed regulation is justified.

1
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I. Fire Brigade Training

The fire brigade training program shall ensure that the capability

to fight potential fires is established and maintained. The program shall

consist of an initial -etassroom instruction program followed by periodic

re-instruction, practice in firefighting, and fire drillst. Individual

records of training providad to each fire brigade member, including drill

critiques, shall be maintained for at least four years to ensura that each

member receives training in all parts of the training program. -These

r eee rds-o f-tr aining-s h ati-be-available-for-reviewr--R e training-o r- breade ned ;

i
'

training-for-fire-fighting-within-butidings shalt-be scheduled-for-all-these

l

brigsde-members-whose performance-records-shew-defietenetest

1

Note: Our proposed revision does not include a comparative text; however,

seven pages of training details are deleted (Section 1 through 3).

Basis for Change

The proposed requirements for fire brigade training is a classic

in overspecification. Again while no one would argue that the training

program needs to eusure that personnel are trained to fight fires, there

is no useful purpose in overspecification which requires only one allowed

training cutline to meet those requirements. While there are many examples,

only one will be chosen to illuminate our point. Section 3.d. s tates:

"At three year intervals, drills shall be critiqued by qualified individuals

independent of the licensee's staf f. A copy of the written report from

such individuals shall be submitted to NRC for evaluation".
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Aside from the fact that fire protection consultants would be

subsidized and NRC fire protection reviewers would have a continuing need

to review paper, we know of no positive benefit from such a requirement.

An audit program conducted by an independenc expert within the licensee's

organization (for example, by the home of fice) would not meet the language

of regulations, yet it might result in better reviews than if conducted

under contract by " individuals independent of the licensee's staff". In

addition, the requirement to submit reports of such reviews to the NRC for

evaluation is mind boggling. The NRC already has the authority to witness

such drills, review reports or whatever suits their needs. To perform this

function, I&E has assembled hundreds of inspectors with scores more devising

inspection strategy. To reach down, through this regulation, and select

this facet for submittal and continuing evaluation by the NRC is totally
.

unjus tified .

The detailed requirements in most of these sevan pages could also
l

evoke similar comments; however, we believe a rereading of the details with |

our example in mind will lead one to conclude that the proposed language

is not suitable for inclusion in a regulation. In fact, the language might

be more suitable for issuance as guidance.

J. Emergency Lighting

Emergency lighting shall be provided in all areas needed for

operation of safe shutdown equipment. -and-in-secess-routes-to-all-safety |

Irebated-areas-and-eeher-aress presenting a-fire-harard-te-ssfety-related

areese Such emergency lighting may be provided by the normal lighting if

it is connected to an emergency bus and the fire hazard analysis shows that

it will not be damaged by any fire. Otherwise permanently installed sealed
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beam or florescent units -with-individuat-0-heur-statmum-bettery power-supply

shall be provided.

Basis for Change

sur comments relate to the requirement to have a minimum 8-hour

battery rating and requirement for fixed units in " safety-related areas'.

There is no question that emergency lighting equipment needs to be available;

however, we do not see the need for these requirements. Fir- 21gades,

depending on the fire, could provide lighting equipment. If there is a

need for additional nor replacement lighting within a couple of hours, there

will be ample personnel available in that timeframe to provide replacement

equipment.

K. Administrative Controls

Administrative controls shall be established to minimize fire hazards

in areas containing structures, systems, and components important to safe ty.

These controls shall establish pr'ocedures to:

1. Govern the handling and limitation of the use of ordinary

combustible materials, combustible and flammable gases and

liquids, high ef ficiency particulate air and charcoal filters,

dry ion exchange resins, or other combustible supplies in -safety

rebated areas containing equipment for safe shutdown.

2. -Prehibit Control the storage of combustibles in -safety-related

areas containing equipment for safe shutdown or establish

designated storage. areas and fire protection therefore.

|

| 3. Govern the handling of and limit transient fire loads such as
|

i

i
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combustible and flammable liquids, wood and plastic products,

or other combustible materials in buildings containing -safety

rebated safe shutdown systems or equipment during maintenance,

modification, or refueling operations.

4. Control the use of ignition sources.
.

5. Define the strategies for firefighting.

Note: All 1; ems of the prop ; sed regulation numbered 4-12 are deleted.

Basis for Change

Our comments on this section again relate to the overspecification

of administrative requirements. Definition of what is a requirement is

not at issue; rather, defining the only permitted way of meeting the

requirement is objectionable.

L. Alternate Shutdown Capability

If the combination of fire protection features required for safe

shutdown includes alternate shutdown capability independent of a specific
'

fire area, both of the following design conditions shall be accommodated;

(1) of fsite power is available and (2) of fsite power is not available.
.

If there are several such areas, the combinations of systems that

provide the shutdown capability may be unique for each critical area.

|However, the shutdown capability provided for each such area shall be able

!to achieve and maintain suberitical reactivity conditions in the reactor,

|
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5maintain reactor coolant inventory, achieve and maintain hot standby .

5 for a BWR) -for-at-least-9&-hears;conditions for a PWR (hot shutdown

achieve cold shutdown * -eendtesens-rithin-72-hoursy and maintain cold

shutdown conditions -thereafterv--The-reneeer-eeetane-system process

vartsbies-shati-be-maia;.ainad withim--theee predteted-for-a-tess-of-normet

ae powerv The fission product boundary integrity shall not be af fected;

i.e., there shall be no fuel clad damage, rupture of any primary coolant

boundary, or rupture of the containment boundary.

Note: The performance goals in Section 2 as well as Sections 3 and 4 were

deleted.

These shutdown systems need not be designed to (1) seismic Category

I criteria; (2) single failure criteria; or (3) cope with other plant

accidents such as pipe brealcs or stucic valves except where required for

other reasons, e.g. , because of interf ace with or impact on existing safety

sys tems.

Basis for Change

As the Commission is aware, certain of the plants af fected by thu

proposed regttlation are currently being reviewed under the Systematic

Evaluation Program. One of the yet to be completed topics in that program
1

j is the definition of safe shutdown for these plants. We do not believe
,

|
that a regulation on fire protection should preempt or redefine safety

I criteria for safe shutdown. We do agree that the regulation should require
!

! a capability to place the reactor in a safe shutdown condition and be capable
|

|
t

5. As defined in the Standard Technical Specifications.

_ _ - _ _ __ _ _ _ . - _ _ __ _
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of maintaining it in that mode. We are not in agreement that the regulation

should specify the times for holding in each mode nor the needs to provide

the shutdown system functional criteria.

M. Fire Barriers

Fire barriers (floors, walls, ceilings, or other enclosures)

separating (1) fire areas or (2) equipment or components of redundant sys tems

important to safe shutdown within an area shall have a fire rating of three

hours unless a lower rating is justified by the fire hazard analysis.

Structural steel forming a part of or supporting such fire barriers

shall have fire resistance equivalent to that required of the barrier.

Such fire resistance shall be provided by protection equivalent to metal

lath and plaster covering.

Penetrations in these fire barriers, including conduits, cable trays,

and piping, shall be sealed or closed to provide fire resistance rating

equivalent to that required of the barrier. -that-have-been-eested-and

a pp roved-by-a-nattenaHy-reeegnized- testing-ta bo ra to ry

Penetrations for ventilation systems shall be protected by a standard

" fire door damper" or provide equivalent protection.
.

Basis for Change

Our comments on this section pertain to the requirement for testing

and approval of door openings and the requirement for standard fire door

dampers on ventilation systems. The proposed wording retains the intent

of the requirement, but would allow some latitude in demons trating compliance

with the requirement.
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N. Fire Barrier Penetration Seal Qualification

This section as written is deleted in its entirety and replaced

with:

Penetration seals shall provide the equivalent protection which

is. afforded by the fire barrier. Evaluation of the penetration seals based

upon a design review and relevant test data or qualification test may be

made.

Basis for Change

The requirement to have penetration seals qualified by an independent

testing laboratory is not justified. Many penetration seals could be

adjudged to meet their design requirements through design reviews using

relevant test data without requiring a full markup test. We submit that

the requirement for markup testing with such detailed requirements as "is

subjected to a water fog test using high-velocity fog nozzle having an

included angle of spray no larger than 300 and supplied by a hose no smaller
9

than 1.1/2 inches at a pressure of at least 75 psig measured at the base

of the nozzle for an application time of at least 2 1/2 minutes per 100

square feet" etc. is a bit much for a regulation. l
1

.

- In sumamry, we are convinced that many penetration seal designs

could. be reviewed and found acceptable by knowledgeable fire protection
,

engineers without the need for expensive qualification tes ts. We believe

that solid engineering judgment should be permitted in addition to the

prescribed testing requirements.
I
|

I
l

!

t

., . . . - , , . , . . , - - - _ . , - . , , - - - - - t
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O. Fire Doors

Fire doors required for safe shutdown shall be self-closing or

provided with closing inichanisms and shall be inspr cted semiantually to

verify that automatic hold-open release, and closing mechanisms and latches

are operable. Fire doors shall be kept closed unless provided with automatic

hold-open, release, and closing mechanisms.

One of the following measures shall also be provided for each door.

1. Fire do srs shall be electrically supervised at a continuously

manned location; or

2. Fire doors shall be locked closed and inspected weekly to verify

that the doors are in the closed position; or
,

3. Fire doors shall be provided with automatic hold open and release

mechanisms and inspected daily to verify that doorways are free

of obstructions; or

4. Fire doors shall be kept closed and inspected daily to verify

that they are in the closed position.

The fire briga6 commander shall have ready access to keys for any

locked fire doors.

Areas protected by automatic total flooding gas suppression systems

shall have electrically supervised self-closing fire doors.

P. Reactor Coolant Pump Lubrication System

|

! The Reactor Coolant Pump lubrication system shall be protected by
I

|

|
__ _ ..
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eit* sr an oil collection system or an -aaeematie fire suppression system

if the containment is not inerted during normal operation.

Oil collection systems shall be capable of collecting lube oil from

all potential pressurized and unpressurized leakage sites in the reactor

coolant pumps' lube oil systems and draining the oil to a vented closed

container. A flame arrestor is required in the vent if the flash point

characteristics of the oil present the hazard of fire flash back. -heskage

points-to-be protected-shah-incl dc itit pump-and piping--everftew-itnest

tube-eH-eeeterr-cit-fut and-drain-itnes-and pisgsy-flanged-connecedens

en-eit-lines and-tube-e n-reserveirs-where-such-features-exist-en-the-resetor

eeetant pumpsr--besksgc shah-be-coHected-and-drained-to-a-etered-container

that-ean-heid-the-enetre lete eH-system-inventoryr--The-drain-une-shah

be-targe-enough-to-accommodate-the-targest peeeneisk-eit-teske

Te provide-adcq s te protection-fer-a-design-basis-Safe-Shuedewn

Earthquake-fSSE}r-one-of-the-fe Hewing-sheuld be previdede

tv The-tebe-en-system-eempenenes-whose-failure-eeeld-resute-in

teskage-should-be-designed-te-withstand-an-SSE-witheet-teakage

and-the-deepping-of-en-eeHeeeten-system eempenents-dering

a n-SSE-shentd-not-eause-toss-of-eperabnity-of-safety-r elated

equipmener-er

er The-en-ceHeeeien-system-shesid ta -designed-to-withstand-an

SSE- and-centinue-ee-be-able-ee-eeHeee and-drain-teekage-that

may-eeeur-during-an-SSEr--in-this-ease-ebe-ei-t-ceHeeeson system

sheetd-be-adequate c-eeHect-eH-frem any-externat-tube-eit
,

I
piping-n ot-design ed- ee-with s tand-a n- S SE-in- ad ditien- to-teskage

!

!

!
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frem peines-identifted-abever

M-an-antematie-five-suppressien-system-is-steeeedy-either-the

eveoma tie-a nd-manual-fire-s up pressien-system-o r- ehe-tu be-en-sys tem

eempenents-whoea sitare-eeutd-resuit-in-tenicage-should-be-designed-te

withstand-the-SSEr

Basis for Change

The main objective of this subsection should be to provide either

a reactor coolant pump lubrication collection system or a fire suppression

system to extinguish an oil fire if the containment is nct inerted. We

believe each licensee should be permitted to design the system suited to

its facility. We have retained functional requirements in our proposed

rewrite and have deleted the detailed design requirements which specified

each collection point and the design requirements. With regard

to seismic considerations, mauf of the operating plants were designed and

built prior to the seismic definitions as now used, and are currently

undergoing a seismic re-review as part of the Systematic Evaluation Program.

In many of these instances the precise analytical parameters for a seisaic

SSE event have not been defined yet engineering judgments of adequacy can

be made on proposed designs.

Qv--Assectated-6treetts

-As seetated-eicenits-shalt-be-electricaHy-iselsted-f ree-saf ety

equipment-se-that-hee-sheresr-open-etrenitsr-er-sheets-to ground-in-the

associated-eircuit 111 nee prevent-eperation-of-the-safety-equipmente

if-asseetated-eircuits-are-net-known-to-be-se-elecerteaH:r-isetatedy
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1

ebey-shati-be-eenstiered-safe-shad..o etreettsr--The-separatien-and-barriers |

between-ersys-and-condates-containing-as sectated-etreutts-e r-safe-sheedown

cables-from-ehe-redundant-divisten-shalt-be-such-ehat-a postelated-fire

tsv.141eg-essectated-eteceits-er-safe-shutd .u cables-free-the-red ndane

divisten-sheti-be-such-ehat-a peetulated-fire-invetving-assectated-etreetts

wiki-nee prevent-safe-choedowny

Basis for Change

Associated circuits were not a consideration in the design of many

of the older plants for which this fire protection regulation applies.

In the time frame for implementation of this regulation, there is not

available manpower (in consideration of all the continuing and new generic

issues raised by the NRC staff) to define and evaluate all associated
.

circuits as described.

.

e


